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INTERPRETATION AND COMMUNICATION DESIGN
Client:

Description of Project:

We are an experienced and highly qualified interpretive and exhibition design team. We
have extensive experience in the design and project management of complex interpretive
design projects that involve innovative ideas and techniques, a high degree of interactivity,
catering for a diversity of audience types and ages, and the engaging use of a wide range of
materials and media.
For the past 18 years MAUHAUS has sought to specialise as a service provider for State
and Local government in the area of design communication. MAUHAUS have extensive
experience in project work for State and Local Government; sensitive community issues
such
Date:as ethnicity and language, government policies and business development practices
which demand appropriate design awareness. MAUHAUS designers are experienced,
professionals with strong customer facing skills.
MAUHAUS has worked on a number of interpretation projects, most recently completing
interpretive signage design at the prestigious Port Arthur Historic site, Tasmania and
interpretive exhibition design documentation for the Atturaif Living Museum World
Heritage Site in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. These are examples of creativity within the
context of public space; meeting all compliance and health & safety requirements whilst
honouring the unique principles of multilingual World Heritage Sites. MAUHAUS is
located in Victoria Street, Brunswick. Nicholas Mau is the director of MAUHAUS with
over twenty years design experience in Corporate, Local and State Government sectors,
including work for the community arts sector.
We are currently interpreting Victorian Aboriginal artists’ work and translating to
a screen printed medium. Each work is then carefully printed in limited edition runs of
50 archival screen prints. It is a joint venture funded by Rogue Planet to assist Aboriginal
artists to reproduce their paintings and sell to a wider audience. We also offer marketing
opportunities to raise the profile of these artists.
As a team, we bring to our projects expertise and experience in:
• Interpretive exhibition design
• UX design - focusing on user accessibility and satisfaction in exhibition design
• High quality and visually engaging graphic design
• Imaginative and interactive display and exhibition design
• Strategic Brand Management research and design
Mauhaus have extensive experience in project work for State and Local Government;
sensitive community issues such as ethnicity and language, government policies and
business development practices which demand appropriate design awareness.
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Top right: New wayfinding and interpretive signage for Port
Arthur Historic Site in Tasmania, a World Heritage Site.
Right second: Education Centre at Mt Martha Sewerage
Treatment Plant with bold new graphics and digital media.
Right third: Trevor Turbo Brown,paints in our Brunswick
studio for our printmaking venture of limited edition archival
screenprints. Right bottom: Nillumbik Shire Anzac Memorial
signage features concrete low wall interpretive elements.
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COURSE GUIDE 2011

Interpersonal Skills
for Leaders

Business is all about being able to build strong

This intensive course is aimed at developing the personal

relationships to achieve highly strategic goals. Yet how
often do we walk into a meeting and just ‘wing it’ from a

insights and skills necessary to lead, manage and interact
with people effectively and productively. It develops your

communication skills standpoint?

skills as a leader, facilitating your personal growth and
others through reflective practice.

Designed for
Anyone seeking to improve their personal communication skills.

Content

The ability to manage yourself, apply your

•
•
•
•
•

knowledge, communicate effectively and
build relationships.

Outlining a point of view
Discussion and rapport building techniques
Giving feedback, even in stressful or difficult conditions
Asserting your position in a clear manner
Influencing others to see the benefits

What will I learn?
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• Communicate ‘clean’ messages across any work-related topic
• Listen with a learning, empathic focus
• Develop rapport with others via communicating in a collaborative
manner
• Deal with a range of difficult situations with simple techniques
• Speak up and get a point of view across assertively
• Give feedback to others in a positive, constructive manner
• Tailor your communication to suit the style of others
• Positively influence others to see where you are coming from

Benefits to you and your organisation
Communication is at the very core of an organisation and ‘improving
communications’ is invariably on an essentials wish list. Workplaces
become more effective, dynamic and productive when employees
understand and apply the basic principles and concepts of good
communication.

Duration
2 consecutive days

The format of this course is dynamic and experiential and involves full
and active participation in a variety of structured activities and group
discussions. You will be encouraged to review your current style of
leadership, and you will receive feedback on your behaviour that is not
normally possible in the workplace. Powerful insights and skills will be
learned first-hand by actual ‘real to life’, interactive sessions.

Short Course
Directory

Designed for
Those who want to learn more about themselves and about behaviours
in others that will achieve desired results.

Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self awareness
Behavioural styles
Constructive feedback
Reflective listening
Positive language
Assertiveness
Conflict management
Personal action plan

What will I learn?
• Critically analyse yourself in relation to leadership style and
effectiveness
• Develop listening techniques to enhance understanding and empathy
• Model effective leadership behaviours and developing others’
capabilities
• Obtain improved outcomes when dealing with difficult situations
• Develop skills to resolve conflict in a flexible manner
• Develop effective working relationships
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Benefits to you and your organisation
Leaders at all levels of an organisation should challenge the status quo
and create a climate for positive change and continual improvement.
This course develops strong self-awareness about leadership behaviour
and encourages participants to achieve better results through their own
development and by leading others in the organisation.

Duration
3 consecutive days
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3.16
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3.19

Brochure covers

Visual Identity Overview
Colour
Paper and binding
Typography
Graphic device
Photography
Layout: Business cards, l’head
Layout: Brochure covers
Layout: Typical text pages
Layout: Course Material
Layout: Course Material templates
Layout: Course Material elements
Layout: Grids
Layout: Agenda
layout: Signage
Layout: Advertising
Layout: Posters
Layout: Website
Layout: Web banners

$0
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Developing Managers, Creating Leaders

Course Guide 2011

There is a better way and that is to always think about what to say, how
to say it, whether to speak at all and when to listen.

Personal Effectiveness

Personal
Effectiveness

Business Communication
Essentials

Brochure covers

Corporate
Membership

Brochure cover designs are designed to be elegant,
only ever using the PMS range of greys, black or
yellow as a background colour. A colour shift can
help differentiate products. All covers can
be printed in CMYK.

Developing Managers,
Creating Leaders

It is important to keep the triangle sizes the same,
yet it is acceptable to shift or alter the positions to
accommodate the image. The colour of the triangles
can also change as demonstrated here. The light
grey within the triangles is printed as a metallic
silver, however it is acceptable to substitute this
for a percentage grey as outlined in page xx of
these guidelines.

Post Graduate
Programs
Developing Managers,
Creating Leaders

AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE
OF MANAGEMENT

T: (03) 9534 8181
F: (03) 9534 5050
E: library@aimvic.com.au

MELBOURNE
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www.aimvic.com.au
Prepared by: Leanne Percy, Manager Curriculum & Training Services

181 Fitzroy Street
PO Box 112
St Kilda, Victoria 3182
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No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by
any information or retrieval system, without the prior permission of AIM Victoria
& Tasmania – College of Education & Training. Every effort has been made to
ensure that the material presented in this booklet is as accurate and up-to-date
as possible at the time of publication. Nevertheless, this material is issued by AIM
Victoria & Tasmania – College of Education & Training on the understanding that:
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E: enquiry@aimtasmania.com.au
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Hobart, Tasmania 7000
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1. AIM Victoria & Tasmania – College of Education & Training, their officials,
authors, or any other persons or agencies involved in the preparation of this
publication expressly disclaim all or any contractual, tortious, or other form of
liability to any person (purchaser of this publication or not) in respect of the
publication and any consequences arising from its use, including any omission
made, by any person in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of
this publication.
2. No person should act on the basis of the material contained in this publication
without obtaining advice relevant to their own particular situation and without
considering and taking professional advice as may be necessary.
AIM is committed to sustainable consumption of resources. Where possible,
AIM uses paper stocks with Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Accreditation.
www.fscaustralia.org
This brochure was printed onto Pacesetter Coated 148 and 250gsm.
Pacesetter Coated is ECF (Elemental Chlorine Free), EMS (Environmental
Managed System) and Forest Managed. It is ISO 14001 Environment Certified.

ABOVE: Back cover design is to be consistent across all products.
When silver is used on the front cover, silver is also used as a feature
covering the back cover. When silver is unavailable use a percentage grey.
Addresses, signoff and logo to be consistent across product suite.
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ABOVE: Typical inside front and back cover design, however this approach is
not the rule. Colours may change, and these pages can be used as text pages
if extra space is required.

V1.0 Dec 2010
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Above: Style guide and publication design for AIM –
Australian Institute of Management.

242 Victoria Street

Right: Branding and illustration for malltown cafe.
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“ life’s better in
a Small Town”
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Lennox Bridge central
to Parramatta’s growth –
a mosaic tile design with
durable plaques set into
coloured mosaic tiles.

LENNOX BRIDGE CENTRAL TO PARRAMATTA’S GROWTH
1840s
Colonial institutions

Late 1800s
Rural industries

Early 1900s
Commercial centre

orchards, cows, vineyards

market gardens, saleyards
small manufacturing,
grocers, butchers

Date:

1920s
Suburban boom

Late

1880s

LENNOX BRIDGE

Rural
Industries

1920s
Housing
Boom

1840s

Early

1900s

Commercial
Centre

Colonial
Institutions

MOSAIC TILE WALL WITH
COLOURED TILES

CENTRAL TO
PARRAMATTA’S GROWTH

SOME TEXT, IMAGES AND GRAPHICS
PRINTED AS PLAQUES AND SET
INTO MOSAIC WALL

LARGER IMAGES, RIVER AND
BACKGROUND PATTERN ARE MADE
UP OF COLOURED MOSAIC TILES

GENERAL NOTES

PARRAMATTA
RIVER
INTERPRETATION.

WHEN TO USE LEVEL 2 SIGN TYPES –
These sign ‘clusters’ are designed to be used on handrails or fixed
to LEVEL 1 sign types. The number of panels used is determined
by the story/text. As demonstrated below, single images are
recommended to keep signs uncluttered, creating a sense of space.

2D SIGNAGE PALETTE.

1. This drawing shall only be used
for the purpose for which it was
commissioned.
2 Do not scale from drawings.
Figured dimensions are to be
checked and verified prior to
the commencement of any work,
making of drawings or fabrication
of components and take
precedence over scaled
dimensions. Any discrepancy shall
be reported prior to commencement of any work.
3. All dimensions to be verified.
4. The Contractor must verify and
accept responsibility for all
dimensions and conditions and
must notify MAUHAUS of any
variations before proceeding.

LEVEL 2 SIGN TYPE Hand rail text panels

CONCEPT DESIGN ONLY
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
KEY PLAN:

Informative
Pictorial
Organic

Reserves
and Missions
Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in
the Sydney area for thousands of years
before European settlement,

The
Dharug

Western
Sydney's
Aboriginal
heritage

CONSULTANT:

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in the Sydney area
for thousands of years before European settlement,
relying on the bountiful supply of food from Parramatta
River which runs east into Sydney Harbour. The long
Aboriginal occupation and use of the Sydney area is
amply supported by archaeological evidence. This
implies that the Sydney region has been occupied by
Aboriginal people for about 40,000 years.

INTERPRETATION DESIGN

The interpretive signage for tier two reflects
the shapes and forms of the 3D sculptural
elements. It can be fixed to a flat surface, can
float on balistrades and can wrap handrails.
It is designed to feature text and/o text and
image. Only one image is to be used per
panel but as demonstrated here, multiple
images can be used by building the quantity
of text panels. A square finish sign type will
be made available for more formal settings.

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in the Sydney area
for thousands of years before European settlement,
relying on the bountiful supply of food from Parramatta
River which runs east into Sydney Harbour. The long
Aboriginal occupation and use of the Sydney area is
amply supported by archaeological evidence. This
implies that the Sydney region has been occupied by
Aboriginal people for about 40,000 years.

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in
the Sydney area for thousands of years
before European settlement,
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Above: Illustration and signage design for
Parramatta City Council, NSW.

242 Victoria Street

Right: Collection of illustrations, produced as
limited edition screen prints.
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Branding

2

Typeface design

Lennox Bridge central
to Parramatta’s growth –
a mosaic tile design with
durable plaques set into
coloured mosaic tiles.

LENNOX BRIDGE CENTRAL TO PARRAMATTA’S GROWTH
1840s
Colonial institutions

Late 1800s
Rural industries

Early 1900s
Commercial centre

orchards, cows, vineyards

market gardens, saleyards
small manufacturing,
grocers, butchers

Date:

1920s
Suburban boom

Late

1880s

LENNOX BRIDGE

Rural
Industries

1920s
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Boom

1840s
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Centre

Colonial
Institutions

CENTRAL TO
PARRAMATTA’S GROWTH

Mauhaus were commissioned to
design a suite of logos for Sporting
nation.

Sporting Nation showcases
photo art products from many
of Australia's most popular past
times from the 1960's – '90's.
MOSAIC TILE WALL WITH
COLOURED TILES

SOME TEXT, IMAGES AND GRAPHICS
PRINTED AS PLAQUES AND SET
INTO MOSAIC WALL

As the project grew we designed
the typeface shown above which is
based on the hand-painted type
used on the historic scoreboard
at Adelaide Oval.

LARGER IMAGES, RIVER AND
BACKGROUND PATTERN ARE MADE
UP OF COLOURED MOSAIC TILES

Under the banners of Fabric of
Football, Slow Cricket, Wooden
Tennis and Best of the Rest, the
products combine fine art and
PARRAMATTA
contemporary
design aesthetics
RIVER
with
Australian sporting heritage,
INTERPRETATION.
celebrating
specific aspects of
2D SIGNAGE
each
sport fromPALETTE.
this golden era.

GENERAL NOTES

WHEN TO USE LEVEL 2 SIGN TYPES –
These sign ‘clusters’ are designed to be used on handrails or fixed
to LEVEL 1 sign types. The number of panels used is determined
by the story/text. As demonstrated below, single images are
recommended to keep signs uncluttered, creating a sense of space.

1. This drawing shall only be used
for the purpose for which it was
commissioned.

2 Do not scale from drawings.
Figured dimensions are to be
checked and verified prior to
the commencement of any work,
making of drawings or fabrication
of components and take
precedence over scaled
dimensions. Any discrepancy shall
be reported prior to commencement of any work.
3. All dimensions to be verified.
4. The Contractor must verify and
accept responsibility for all
dimensions and conditions and
must notify MAUHAUS of any
variations before proceeding.

The Gallery Shop was a Rogue
Planet/Mauhaus retail outlet
in Brunswick Melbourne
selling Melbourne-based
artists work.

I’VE SUPPORTED

LEVEL
2 SIGN TYPE A MELBOURNE
Hand
rail text
panels
ARTIST,
BUYING
THIS HANDMADE

SCREEN PRINT
Informative
WHICH WAS
Pictorial
PRODUCED AT
ROGUE PLANET.
Organic

A very successful
product, Western
Reserves
Sydney's
and Missions
Aboriginal
Brikbag was designed for heritage
parents to keep their kids
Lego in one place. Mauhaus
designed the logo, packaging,
textile patterns and marketing
material over a 3 year period.

CONCEPT DESIGN ONLY
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
KEY PLAN:

CONSULTANT:

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in
the Sydney area for thousands of years
before European settlement,

The
Dharug

The interpretive signage for tier two reflects
the shapes and forms of the 3D sculptural
elements. It can be fixed to a flat surface, can
float on balistrades and can wrap handrails.
It is designed to feature text and/o text and
image. Only one image is to be used per
panel but as demonstrated here, multiple
images can be used by building the quantity
of text panels. A square finish sign type will
be made available for more formal settings.

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in the Sydney area
for thousands of years before European settlement,
relying on the bountiful supply of food from Parramatta
River which runs east into Sydney Harbour. The long
Aboriginal occupation and use of the Sydney area is
amply supported by archaeological evidence. This
implies that the Sydney region has been occupied by
Aboriginal people for about 40,000 years.

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in the Sydney area
for thousands of years before European settlement,
relying on the bountiful supply of food from Parramatta
River which runs east into Sydney Harbour. The long
Aboriginal occupation and use of the Sydney area is
amply supported by archaeological evidence. This
implies that the Sydney region has been occupied by
Aboriginal people for about 40,000 years.

Indigenous Aboriginal people lived in
the Sydney area for thousands of years
before European settlement,
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Hungry birds café commissioned Mauhaus to design a
logo for their Mexican
inspired hole in the wall and
garden eatery in Brunswick,
Melbourne. The typography
was handpainted to mirror
signage styles in Mexico City.
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Above: Illustration and signage design for
Parramatta City Council, NSW.

242 Victoria Street

Right: Collection of illustrations, produced as
limited edition screen prints.
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